
LESSONS IN HASHKAFA & HALACHA FROM THE PARSHA 

 

Welcome to all of our 

newest subscribers. 

Boruch Hashem, the list 

keeps on growing! 

 

The furnishing of the 

kollel’s new beis medrash 

is moving along nicely - it 

seems that almost every 

time someone walks in, 

there is something new; 

furniture, seforim, etc.  

Many thanks to all those 

who donated to this 

campaign.  ...Details for 

the “T’nu kavod la’Torah” 

campaign coming after 

Pesach!  

 

Also in the works are plans 

for a  daf-yomi / choshen 

mishpat night seder 

program for the general 

community in our new beis 

medrash. 

- Rabbi D
ovid Lewin

 

NEW BEGINNINGS NEW BEGINNINGS NEW BEGINNINGS ---   FRESH & ALIVEFRESH & ALIVEFRESH & ALIVE   

  The purification of the metzora involves water from a natural well 

spring, which the Torah refers to as mayim chayim literally, ‘living water’. 

Although the Torah is replete with directives to use water in the service of 

the Beis Hamikdash and purification processes, using mayim chayim is 

necessary in very few cases. 

 The Chidushei HaRim offers insight into the Torah’s requisite of such 

water in the purification of the metzora and its lessons is something we can 

all glean from: One of the other unique components of the purification of the 

metzora is the use of cedar word and hyssop. The cedar is among the tallest 

of trees. Hyssop is a bush that grows close to the ground. Chazal tell us that 

tzara’as was inflicted upon people who spoke lashon hara, a sin that stems 

from haughtiness which caused him to speak badly of others. The cedar 

wood symbolizes the root of his error. The cure to his illness is to lower his 

image of self and to realize that in many ways, those other people are 

greater than he. This is alluded to by the lowly hyssop bush. Only by 

lowering himself can a person begin the path to proper teshuva. 

 Yet within this remedy lies a danger; a person may come to feel 

despondent. Lacking the proper sense of self worth can cause him to give 

up. Indeed, self esteem in necessary to function as a productive member of 

society. More than this, the actions of every Jew are significant in and of 

themselves. The solution to this malady lies in the mayim ha’chayim; the 

natural spring constantly grows and renews itself. Its water is fresh and alive. 

The message is simple. Instead of feeling dejected and depressed, be like 

the water and begin anew with a fresh start. The potential is infinite. 

 

ו“ ת ש ע               מ צ ו ר עפ ר ש ת                



 

AFIKOMEN BEFORE AFIKOMEN BEFORE AFIKOMEN BEFORE (OR AFTER) (OR AFTER) (OR AFTER) CHATZOSCHATZOSCHATZOS   

 

 In the times of the Beis HaMikdash, when each family would bring a korban Pesach, this would be the last 

thing served at the Pesach seder and one was not permitted to eat anything else afterwards. This prohibition 

however, extended only for the time that one could theoretically continue eating the korban Pesach, which, according 

to R’ Elazar ben Azaria, was chatzos (halachic midnight). After chatzos, one could eat other foods. R’ Akiva however 

disagrees and holds that one can eat korban Pesach until alos ha’shachar (daybreak), and therefore after eating the 

korban Pesach, one cannot consume any other foods for the rest of the night. Chazal however forbade consuming 

the korban Pesach after chatzos out of fear that one might come to eat it after daybreak as well. Needless to say 

however, that the prohibition of eating other foods remained in place. 

 In the absence of the korban Pesach, Chazal instructed us to eat another k’zayis of matza at the end of the 

seder, the piece of matza we refer to as ‘afikomen’, as a sort of commemoration of the korban Pesach. They also 

forbade the consumption of any other foods after eating this piece of matza. According to R’ Elazar ben Azaria, this 

piece must be consumed before chatzos and after chatzos, one can eat other foods. According to R’ Akiva, however, 

although perhaps one should eat this final k’zayis before chatzos (see further) one may not eat other foods for the 

rest of the night. 

 It is unclear which opinion the halacha follows. Therefore, ideally, one should eat his ‘afikomen’ before chatzos, 

and not eat anything else until the next morning. The Rema adds that one should also try to say halel before chatzos 

as well, and the Gra comments that this includes the fourth cup of wine as well.  However, many people are not 

particular about this, and eat afikomen well after chatzos. What should a person do if he finds himself at someone 

else’s seder table who is not particular to eat afikomen before chatzos?  The poskim suggests a few different 

approaches: 

 One can rely on the opinions who rule in accordance with R’ Akiva that the correct time for eating the korban 

Pesach is the entire night. Furthermore, although Chazal may have forbade eating korban Pesach after chatzos, this 

was out of fear that one may come to eat it in the morning, a severe aveirah. There is however nothing wrong with 

eating matza after alos ha’shachar (except that he is eating before davening shacharis), and it would seem that 

Chazal never forbade it. Since eating a k’zayis of matza as afikomen is only a mitzvah d’Rabanan, one can invoke 

the rule of safeik d’rabanan l’kula - and rule leniently in cases of such doubt. 

 Alternatively, one can follow the suggestion of the Avnei Nezer  to eat afikomen twice, conditionally. A few 

minutes before chatzos, he should take a k’zayis of matza and say, “if the halacha is like R’ Elazar ben Azaria, then 

this is my afikomen, and if the halacha is like R’ Akiva, this is just a piece of matza.” He should then eat the piece, 

wait until after chatzos and resume eating his meal. Before bentching, he should eat another k’zayis of matza in case 

the halacha follows the opinion of R’ Akiva. 

 The Brisker Rav is quoted as suggesting the same approach but without making a t’nai (condition). He argues 

that one does not need kavana for afikomen, only that the last thing he eats, should be matza. Therefore, eating a 

piece of matza before chatzos, waiting, and then eating another piece before bentching would be sufficient. 

 Others suggest simply making sure to eat a k’zayis of matza just before chatzos. Since the prohibition of eating 

after the final piece of matza is only rabbinic in nature, he can therefore choose to conduct himself like R’ Elazar ben 

Azaria. Even if the halacha follows the opinion of R’ Akiva, the fact that he eats other foods afterwards does not “ruin” 

his mitzvah of afikomen. 

...coming soon: 

T’nu kavod la’Torah - Safe-for-Torah campaign ! 
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